UPDATING YOUR DRIVESMART ALPHA-X
1. Go to the www.drivesmartpro.com website using your web browser.

2. IMPORTANT! Go to the ‘ALPHA -X tab along the top of the webpage NOT the ALPHA. Choosing
the incorrect download may stop your unit working.
3. Firstly you will need the Alpha-X Updating Software installed. To do this, click the ‘DOWNLOAD’
button here.

4. The download should appear at the bottom of the Click on small arrow to the right of your
Download and the option to ‘Show In Folder’ should appear. Click this to be taken directly to your
Download.
NOTE*If you are using INTERNET EXPLORER, you will be prompted to ‘RUN / SAVE /CANCEL’ – click
the SAVE option and then the OPEN IN FOLDER option.

5. In the File Explorer window – locate the Alpha Update Tool.exe file and we are going to pop this
onto our DESKTOP for ease of finding when we would like to update our Alpha-X unit in future.

6. To do this, you can click and hold while dragging to the desktop, or you can RIGHT CLICK to
bring up the option to ‘SEND TO…’ then choose the ‘DESKTOP’ option.

7. The UPDATE SOFTWARE should now be installed on your desktop and you are now ready to
update your unit.

8. Head back to the site www.drivesmartpro.com and the ALPHA-X tab on the page. This time we
need to download the latest DATABASE FILE which we are going to upload to your ALPHA-X unit.
9. Depending on which Browser you are using (Chrome / Firefox or Internet Explorer) click the
corresponding button.

10. Again, when the download appears at the bottom of the screen, click the small UP ARROW to
bring up the option to ‘SHOW IN FOLDER’.
11. The FILE EXPLORER window should show you a .DWM file in your DOWNLOADS FOLDER.
***!!IMPORTANT!! - If you are using Chrome / Firefox – jump straight to STEP 18.***
12. If you are using INTERNET EXPLORER / MICROSOFT EDGE, you may have a slightly different
download which comes as a ZIP FILE – the bar will ask you to OPEN / SAVE / CANCEL. You need to
click SAVE. (Note: Microsoft Edge will save this automatically)

13. When the file has been saved, you can have the option to view where is it located, by clicking
OPEN FOLDER or SHOW IN FOLDER.

14. This will take you in to your FILE EXPLORER where you should be able to see where your ZIP
file is now located. This will need EXTRACTING before we can upload it to your unit.

15. To EXTRACT the files, you must RIGHT CLICK the ZIP file, and scroll to the option ‘EXTRACT
ALL…’

16. Choose where you would like to save your DATABASE DOWNLOAD. The default location is in
your DOWNLOADS folder.

17. Click ‘EXTRACT’ and you should see the .DWM file in your chosen folder location.

18. Now that we know where this file is located – we need to make a note (or just remember) as
we are going to need to locate it in a second. We need to now put it on to our ALPHA-X unit.
Start by going to the DRIVESMART UPDATING APP located on your DESKTOP and opening this.
19. Connect your Drivesmart ALPHA-X to your computer using the supplied USB cable.
Indicates unit is connected,
with version date/number

20. Click to ‘OPEN’ button – and this will open the FILE EXPLORER in which we need to locate that
.DWM file we have just downloaded. (Most likely in your DOWNLOADS folder).
Highlight the file and click ‘OPEN’.

21. The file should now be showing in the DRIVESMART UPDATING APP as below, and the GREEN
RUNNING MAN should now be illuminated to indicate the download can now run.
Click the UPDATE button.

22. The update bar should start progress - showing the update being applied.
When the update is complete a message will appear on the screen to indicate the update has been
successfully loaded.

23. Once completed, simply unplug your unit from the USB lead. It should now be updated with
all the latest data, ready to be plugged back in to your vehicle via the in-car power lead.
The process will be much easier and quick for your future updates. Just carry out the process
starting at STEP 8 as you will already have the DRIVESMART UPDATER APP installed.

